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Council calls new BOD elections
BOD fires Council of Probity

by Toan Nguyen

by Toan Nguyen

The Council of Probity, the ASCWU Board
ofDirector'sjudicial review committee, has
unanimously ruled in favor of Albie Gee and
George Carr, recommending new elections
for the offices of president and vice president for Academic Affairs.
In a written statement issued to the BOD
explaining the decision, the council communicated belief that the Election Commission
overstepped its jurisdiction in disqualifying
Gee and Carr from the BOD general elections.
All five members of the council agreed that
Gee and Carr's actions didn't merit a disqualification, but insJead, should have been
remedied with monetary fines.
In the re-elections, Carr will run against
Paulette Jonville for vice president for Academic Affairs, while Gee and Brian Dolman
will compete for the position of president.
Shawn Christie, former commission chairman, said he disagrees with the council's
verdict and questions the reasonin& behind
it.
"They made the comment that the Election
Commission was out of its jurisdiction in
making the disqualification, we were not,"

Staff reporter
After declaring re-elections, four of the five members of the Council of Probity were
ousted by the ASCWU Board of Directors.
The members dismissed were Rita Oswald, Julie Fields, John Van Dongen and Eric
Lucas, council chairman.
Shawn Christie, incumbent vice president for Political Affairs, has also resigned
from his position as Election Commission chairman.
He said he is resigning because he can no longer remain unbiased as chairman.
"I've made the decision that I can no longer remain impartial as the chairman of the
Election Commission," Christie said.
As a n;iember of the BOD, he said the council is being reprimanded for its inability to

See FIRED/page .2

Candidates react to new elections
by Toan Nguyen
Staff reporter
The Council of Probity's
judgement to refute the
disqualification of Albie
Gee and George Carr, has spurred mixed
reactions .from all parties involved.
"I was shocked when I heard about the
decision," said Paulette Jon ville, vice president-elect for Academic Affairs. "I disagree
with their decision, because Gee and Carr
obviously broke the rules and I don't understand why we should have a re-election."
Jonville said she thought the council's decision set a bad example for the students and
university.
"It's saying that if you break the rules, we'll
give you a second chance," she said.
· Brian Dolman, president-elect, said he was
more disappointed than surprised with the
decision, and believed the council should
have followed an appellate procedure during the process of deliberations.
He defines an appellate procedure as making a judgement only on the information
already presented and ignoring any new
evidence submitted.
"If they would have operated under this
procedure, they would have looked into
whether Gee and Carr violated the rules and
excluded any additional evidence in the hearings," Dolman said.
When asked whether the council was bound
by the BOD constitution to follow an appellate procedure, Dolman admitted that it was
not clearly expressed in words.
"All I'm saying is that the council was not
fully educated on their roles," Dolman said.
"In fact, they were ignorant of their duties
before this controversy began."
He attributes two reasons for what he con-

siders the council's lack of guidance.
"Number one, if the ASCWU BOD did
their job and educated them at the beginning

See REACTION/page 3

Staff reporter

See ELECTION/page 3

TIM£8ff!Jg
Wednesday April 26
Albie Gee and George Carr are disqualified by the Election Commission
for campaign violations.

Thursday April 27
General elections for ASCWU Board of
Directors.
Thursday May 4
Gee and Carr appeal disqualification to
.Council of Probity.

Wednesday May 10
Council of Probity meets to review
procedures of the Election Commission.

Thursday May 18
Assistant attorney general meets with
Election Commission and Council of
Probity to look at legal ramifications of
all procedures taken by the commission
and council.

Friday May 19
Council of Probity recommends new
elections for BOD pr.esident and vice
president for Academic Affairs.
Mo~~ay

May 22

BOD yotes to fire four of the five
members of the Council of Probity.

Tuesday May 23

.

Shawn Christie, Election Commission
chaiqnan, resigns.

Spring Stampede

~ Chris UrrutiafThe Observer

G.E (left), Lorrie and Riley Coleman led participants in the Spring Stampede, a 24-hour walk-a-thon, to raise money for the
fight against cancer. The function was dedicated to former CWU basketball coach Gil Coleman who died last winter.
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-Shaw, Smyser portraits stolen
.

.

.

successful in

Portland.,.-

i'

Central's student chapter of
the American Society of
Engineers retu~ed from the
.University of Portland successful, after competing in the
Regional Student Conference
(RSC) against other chapters
from regional universities.
The RSC gives student
chapters the opportunity to
compete in a number of events
such as poster, old guard
speech and T-shirt c-0mpeti- ·

hons.
Central won the Allied Signal
award which is an oyerall
competition where universities
are judged on the activity of ·
the stupen( chapter in ASME
and the results of the RSC

Central police are continuing an investigation into the theft of the
portraits of the professors for which Shaw-Smyser Hall was named. They
were taken sometime after 10:30 p.m. Thursday, according to Steve
Rittereiser, chiefof Public Safety and Police Services.
It's not known when at this point the perpetrators entered the hall.
"It definitely took some effort by a couple of people; we are fairly
confident more than one person was involved," Rittereiser said.
"The building is open until·about 11 :20 at night for the computer labs,"
CWU police Lt. Kevin Higgins said.
The burglars were also said to have tipped over a plant and dumped
garbage in the building.
The Ellensburg Police Department and the Kittitas County Sheriff's
. office are also being briefed on the theft, Higgins said. There are no
suspects at this time.
"The value (of the portraits) is exclusive to the university, so we are
concerned about the condition they arc in now," Rittereiser said.
The portraits of former CWU instructors Selden F. Smyser and Reginald
M. Shaw had recently been unveiled and dedicated April 22 during the
alumni spring reunion. They are valued at $2,000 each, said Gail Jones,
director of Alumni Affairs and Community Re~tions.
"In reality, they're priceless," Jones added. "They have high emotional
value to us and they don't belong anywhere but in Shaw-Smyser Hall.
This was a senseless act of vandalism that has damaged the perpetuation

FIRED: Christie steps down
as Election Commission chair
From page 1 _
perform duties in a procedural
manner.
"The reason we removed them is
because they haven't properI y done
their job this year," he said. "They
haven't reviewed any motions
made by the ASCWU BOD and
have failed to follow procedures in
performing their duties."
Lucas said it's ironic that council
members arc fired one day after
they overturn the commission's
decision to disqualify Albie Gee
and George Carr.
·~What's the purpose of the ComF
cil of Probity if we can be disbanded whenever the BOD disagrees with our decisions? It's
really fishy, just like the elections
were," Lucas said.
The motion to remove council
members was forwarded by Shannon Cutler, incumbent executive
vice president,.and seconded by
Andy Lwanga, incumbent vice
president for Equity and Community Services.
Timi Reid, incumbent vice president for Student Life and Facilities, and Christie supported Cutler's
motion.
Matt Chambers, incumbent vice
president for Academic Affairs,
was the only member to dissent.
The two BOD members who
chose to by-pass the vote were
Brian Dolman, incumbent vice
president for Organizations, and
Greg Carlson, incumbent president
and the one who originally appointed all members of the council.

''

Its all a game of
c)lildish politics on
their (BOD) behalf,
yet it has hurt us all.

of.the history of the university."
· , ..
Shaw and Smyser both began teaching at CWU when it was still known
as the Washington State Normal School. Smyser taught social science
''

from 1916 until his .retirement in
1942, and Shaw taught geography
value (of the
from 1935 until his death in 1952.
died in 1957.
portraits) is exclusive Smyser
Prior to the renovation of the hall,
to the university, so
which was completed last year, a
portrait
of Smyser hung near a
we are concerned
photo of Shaw.
about the condition
Both were removed during the
renovation, and university officials
they are in now.
decided to commission a portrait
-Steve Rittereiser,
of Shaw to hang beside the one of
chief of CWU Public
Smyser in the renovated facility,
Jones
said.
Safety and Police
Ellensburg artist Kay Crimp was
Services
commissioned to create the new
portrait. The Smyser portrait was painted in 1968.
"This theft is emotionally overwhelming because we spent a year of
preparation on the Shaw portrait," Jones said. "My hope is the portraits
will be returned."

'The

·CAMPUS
COPS
by Dan Engel
Tuesday May 16, 1:10 a.m.

-John Van Dongen
Van Dongen spoke on behalf of
all other council members and
asked to issue the following statements:
''The decision of the BOD is unfortunate for all CWU students. It
is yet another example of the rampant abuse of power among members of our student government.
"The Council of Probity was
asked to make a fair and unbiased
decision concerning the recent elections. To do so, we met several
times and critically analyzed the
information we were presented.
"When our decision conflicted
with ·the personal agendas of several BOD members, we were dismissed.
"It is all a game of childish politics on their behalf, yet it has hurt
us all."
New members were appointed
moments after the BOD made the
motion to dismember the current
council. The action won't affect
re-elections.
The new members to the council
are Elizabeth Buckley, Stacy
Stancic, David Armbruster and
Chandler Riker. All were applicants for the council at the beginning of the year.

Campus police w_ere called to
the e~st side of the Mary Grupe
Conference Center where
someone had pilfered· a sign.
Replacement of the sign is
valued at $200.

Tuesday·May

16;2:oo p.ni. ·

A 20-year-old woman at the
Nicholson Pavilion softball
fields took a shot to the-eye
. when a -softball hit her in the
face during a game. The woman
was transported to the Student
Health and Counseling Center
where she received treatment for
the injury.

Wednesday May 17, 5:15 p.m.
An 18-year-old women driving
an '86 Ford pickup backed into
an on-coming '89 Mercury
statio_n wagon while in the I-15
lot. The collision caused an
estimated $600 to the station
wagon and $30 to the truck.

was finger printed and booked.
Police lifted latent prints 1from
the fire alarm and are comparing
them to the suspect' s prints.
While iri custody, the suspect
also admitted to a telephone
harassment charge against him. '
· 'Fhe man reportedly·riiaae"\several
calls to a women in Muzzall
Hall.
, '

Thursday May 18, 8:30 p.m.
Campus police responded to a
call from Randall Hall where a
women severely cut her fingers
while trying to open a bag of
razor blades. The woman was
treated on the site by paramedics
and transported to Kittitas Valley
Community Hospital.

Sunday May 21, 10:45 p.m.

A Muzzall Hall resident
experiencing dizziness collapsed
. in the seventh floor restroom
knocking herself out when she
hit the floor. The woman refused
Wednesday May 17, 10:30 p.m. aid by Campus police.
Campus police responed to a
Sunday May 21, 8: 10 p.m.
fire alarm at Barto Hall. Upon
Two boys in the second floor
arrival, police were advised of a
Samuelson Union Building
possible suspect. During contact, men's restroom removed the
the suspect, a 19-year-old man,
soap packets from the dispensers
denied pulling the fire alarm, but and stomped on them, hurling
did admit to drinking alcohol
liquid soap projectiles about the
. that night. The suspect was
room. The two juveniles were
arrested and transported to the
taken into custody and released
Kittitas County Jail where he
to their parents.

Students and faculty will be honored at convocation
by Lisa Pemberton-Butler
Staff reporter

Waves Under Alaskan Volca-

noes."

They are the students who chose
spending their spare time at the
library rather than the Tav.
When it comes to extra credit,
they probably didn't even need it.
_Their service and scholarship at
Central exceeded all others and
will not go unnoticed.
On June 9, Central's annual Honors Convocation will recognize
such graduate elects in McConnell
Auditorium at 8 p.m.

''

It celebrates what is most important to the
university and that is teaching, scholorship
and service to each other.
-Thomas Moore, provost and vice president
for Academic A ffairs
"It's the night before graduation
tradition in which the university
honors students and faculty who
have exhibited an excellent academic record, accomplishments

and general contributions," said
Thomas Moore, provost and vice
president for Academic Affairs.
"It celebrates what is most important to the university and that is

teaching, scholarship and service
to each other," Moore said.
Moore will preside over the convocation which is free and open to
the public.
Dr. Gerald J. Stacy, dean of
Graduate Studies and Research,
will present the Distinguished
Master's Thesis award. President
Ivory Nelson will present awards
to the President's Scholars and
Medallion recipients.

See HONORS/page 3
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ELECTION: Council of Probity, Election Commission face off
From page 1
Christie said. "For them to make a judgement call between dollar figures or a dis. qualification is wrong, because that's the
duty of the Election Commission."
The decision came in the aftermath of meeting with Teresa JS:ulik, assistant attorney
general, which included members of the
council and commission.
Eric Lucas, former council chairman, said
the meeting helped to strengthen the council's
belief that it was acting in accordance with
policy.
''The meeting re-affirmed to us that the
actions we took were within our powers and
as a result, we felt stronger about the decision we made,'' Lucas said.

Although he admits the meeting was helpful, Lucas said he felt it was called only to
delay the posting of the council's decision,
which it had already made one day prior to
the meeting.
"I fell that the meeting was a scare tactic
used by Christie in a last attempt to force us
to side with the Election Commission," Lucas
said.
In response to Lucas's allegation, Christie
said he was very offended and did not understand how Lucas could make such a claim.
"Wherever Eric got that crap from, I'm
offended. Scare tactic, my ass! I didn't call
the meeting, and in fact, I was the last one
invited to it," Christie said.
To prevent this year's controversy from
happening again, the council included in its
statement two suggestions which it hopes

will improve next year's election process.
Its first recommendation was that election
codes be made more specific and accessible
to provide candid~tes all the rules pertaining
to.elections.
Secondly, the council recommended that
there be more clarity in whether an act of
misconduct deserved a monetary fine or
disqualification.
''That's the Election Commission's job to
decide, not the council,'' Christie said. "If
you choose to break the rules during the
elections, roll the dice. Gee and Carr broke
the rules and they were caught."
Lucas said the council didn't question
whether Gee and Carr broke the rules, since
it was already admitted by both candidates.
Although the council took their violations
into account, he said to make a fair decision,

the council decided to look at all sides of the
issue.
"The Election Commission wanted us to
just look at the violations alone and nothing
else," Lucas said .
"To better understand Gee's and. Carr's
appeal, we had to look at everything that
surrounded thefr disqualification.
"It's partly the BOD's responsibility to
make sure that they (the council) are doing
their job, and it's only now that we're aware
that they're not."
Christie said the next step for the commission is to decide when to hold re-elections.
"We could have it during finals week, summer quarter or next fall," he said.
"That's something the Election Commission will have to decide."

HONORS: Moore ·hopes for good turnout this year
From page 2
Entertainment will be provided
by David M. Black, concert master
of University Orchestra. Black, a
President's Scholar and Medallion
recipient, will play·the violin.
Dean's Scholars for the College
of Arts and Humanities, College of
Behavioral, Natural and Social

Sciences, the College of Professional Studies, Individual Studies
Major and the Douglas Honors
College Graduates will be announced at the ceremony.
The final award pr-esented, the
Distinguished Professors of the
University, will be presented by
the Board of Trustees to Dr. Carlos
Martin and Dr. Kent Richards.
Moore reflects.on the fall convo-

cation with disappointment.
"No students showed up," Moore
said. He hopes attendance at this
convocation will be different.
"It's important for people to recognize that any community needs
these kinds of celebrations because
these are the things that brought us
together," he said. "We need to
develop that tradition in history at
this university."

REACTION: Dolman, Jonville frown on decision
From page 1
of the year, we wouldn't have this
problem, Dolman said.
"Secondly, if the council asked
questions and did their homework,
they could have gone back to last
year's chairman on the council and
asked him what their defined roles
were."
At the only open meeting the council held two weeks ago, Dolman
said the council was more interested in hearing Gee's and Carr's
claims than the actual facts, that
both individuals violated a city ordinance and a university drug and
alcohol policy.
"The council chose to hear the
litigants (Gee and Carr) claims,
their responses, slanderous remarks
from both sides, and a lot of aftercampaign rhetoric which really
shouldn't have been considered,"
he said.
After being notified of the
council's decision, Gee and Carr
said they were relieved they had
finally made a decision and thought
the verdict was fair and unbiased.
"Although it took them a while to

\\\t- \\MU- You/
{t-~ -~ TDNE

''

I di~agree with their
d~cision, because Gee
and Carr obviously
broke the rules and I
don't understand why
we should have a reelection.
-Paulette Jonville,
vice president-elect
for Academic Affairs
come to a decision, I'm glad they
took the necessary time needed to
go through the proper channels and
ensure students that a proper decision was made," Carr said.
He ~aid one of the biggest drawbacks from the deliberations was
that he felt ganged-up on by members of the BOD.
_"I was impressed with the way
the chairman of the council handled
our only meeting with the council,
but disappointed that four of the
six BOD-elect members present
were advocating our dismissal,"
Carr said.

~

~

Gee said he was glad the council
heard both sides of the issue, and
believed it made an unbiased decision.
"We were fairly treated by the
council, because they took both
sides into account, and gave everyone an opport~nity to voice their
opinions," Gee said.
Despite the difference in views,
all four individuals agreed that the •
only definite losers of th<? controversy were the students.
"It's very unfortunate for the students, because they're probably
tired and annoyed about the whole
situation,'' Jonville said. "If we
have a re-election at the end of this
quarter, there might not be a strong
voter turnout."
Gee said, ''This controversy may
have bothered some students, but a
new elections will give students
another opportunity to decide who
they want to represent them in office."
The commission is currently de- .
bating whether re-elections should
be held at the end of this quarter,
summer or next fall.
A decision maybe reached within
the next week.

8ernina
Sewing Center
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get 20% offl
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OBSERVANCE
Lest we forget the falien
This coming weekend will be three days Jong. Yes, you can
breathe a great sigh of re1ief .. . there's no school on Monday.
Before you head out to Lake Chelan, Seattle, Portland, back
home, wherever your car can get you, don't forget to make a
checklist to remember everything. Sunscreen, sung1asses, gas
money, food, clean underwear ... you know, the essentia1s.
This weekend, though, there's one other thing to remember:
Why you're getting a three day-weekend in the first place. Your three-day weekend comes courtesy of those people
who have put their lives on the line in war and peace, fighting
to preserve those unalienable rights we Americans have so
proudly held on to since that muggy Philade1phia afternoon in
July of 1776.
Monday is Memorial Day. While it may seem a great
opportunity for a mattress sale or a long weekend waterskiing
at Chelan, it should also mean something more significant.
Memorial. Day represents a moment in time when we
appreciate those Marines, soldiers, sailors and airmen who
have gone in harm's way and given their lives so that we may
remain free.
It's not a day to criticize the government in its decisions to
send troops into combat. It's a day of respect for those
individuals who-did the fighting . .. and the dying.
Whether it was a grandfather in World War II, a father in
Vietnam, or an older brother or sister in the Persian Gulf, take
the opportunity this weekend to reflect on the sacrifice of
those who have gone before you, that have helped preserve
your way of life.

BOD president th~nks staff, supporters
To the Editor:
I would like to recognize the 1994-

95 elected ASCWU Board of Directors for aJJ of their efforts. This
year has been a great learning experience and a lot of fun. Thank
you to the foJJowing: Shanrton
Cutler for serving as a very helpful
executive vice president; always
being accountable and enabling me
to take on other projects; Brian
Dolman for serving as vice president for Organizations representing and advising more than 80
groups plus going beyond his duties in the constitution often putting in extra hours and providing
valuable advice. Also, Timi Reid
for serving as Samuelson Union
Board chairwoman, acting as a liaison between Residence Hall
Council and starting a Halloween
tradition with Boo Central; Andy

CWU places roadblock on Internet
To the Editor:
Students and instructors, are you
aware that there is a subtle, yet
serious, problem with the way CWU
handles its computing resources?
The existing Appropriate Use
Policy (AUP) is worded so that it is
easy to interpret that students should
only use computing resources for
class assignments.
It states, "Appropriate . .. activities include ... activities of enrolled
students directly related to class
assignments from university faculty." This implies that a student's
learning experience at CWU is limited to what is assigned in class.
This is wrong! If the sum of the
CWU learning experience is defined by classwork alone, why is
there a campus? Why don't students simply take correspondence
courses?
The answer is obvious: The higher
education learning environment offered by CWU is NOT limited to

class assignments.
It also includes the self-directed
learning that occurs when a student browses through the book
stacks at the library. It also includes the peer learning that occurs in social situations such as
barbecues put on by Dining Services.
The AUP is in direct contrast
with the rest of the campus community. It implies that self-di rected learning (so readily available now that CWU has Internet
access) is somehow not appropriate.
It implies that the social learning
of interacting with peers in the
academic world, also made much
easier on a global scale thanks to
our Internet connection, is not a
part of the higher education process.
With its curr~nt wording and interpretation, the "Appropriate" Use
Policy is misnamed in the university environment.

Instructors can help regain the true
sense of higher education in the
computer realm by doing two things:
First, use e-mail to communicate
witR. your students.
This means getting a VAX account for yourself, publishing your
VAX e-mail address in your syllabus, and assisting students with
obtaining accounts (preferably personally-named accounts rather than
class accounts).
Second, add the following to your
syllabus (with wording changes to
fit your grading system): "In addition, for one point, you will turn in
at the end of the quarter a paper
listing what you have learned on or
about the Internet and CWU's computing resources during the quarter."
This blanket class assignment unlocks the AUP door, giving students permission to use CWU' s
computing resources for the very

See INTERNET/page 5

Lwanga and his commitment to
the Big Buddies Program; Matt
Chambers for making this year
extremely fun and taking care of
such things as the reflection session and GoCat.
Finally I would like to recognize
and commend political science and
speech communication major
Shawn Christie for service to the
student body since 1990 when he
·arrived as a freshman. Shawn has
held an ASCWU officer position
during the last three years. He has
been responsible for numerous
accomplishments, including:
Writing the current student government constitution, debating in
an open meeting with President
Nelson and the president's advisors for two hours which led to the
changing of the Services and Activity Fee structure (previously a
committee with four students and

three university representatives),
thus allowing six students, rather
than four, to decide how $1, 700,000
shall be spent for the students.
Shawn has served as vice president
for Organizations and brought Student Senate funding from $11,000
to $20,000. He has represented students in Olympia including testifying on issues such as Taco BeJJ.
Shawn has been responsible for
bringing to the administration's attention that more student input is
needed on university committees.
He has served on the university's
strategic planning process and numerous search committees. He
served as election chairman for the
ASCWU 199_5-96 elections. He has
represented Central well with the
Washington Student Lobby (often
the other schools look toward

See CARLSON/page 5

Voters lose in BOD election
Last year, Brian Dolman ran
unopposed and to my amazement
he won. This year, nearly the same
For the last few weeks, I have
scenario happened except with a
been reading The Observer and
twist; somebody else competed for
the student BOD elections
the same position. Then, oddly
appear to be the main topic.
enough, the competition was
Everyone is complaining one
disqualified merely hours before
way or another about the
election. Well, now it is my turn the election. Voting students got
·screwed. We went from a choice
to jump on the bandwagon.
The amount of effort put toward one minute to no choice the next. I
the elections and disqualification don't have anything against
Dolman. He is just as good a
of two candidates leads me to
candidate as the next person, but
believe student BOD positions
this is two years in a row for him.
are somewhat important. Then
again, not many students showed A candidate for BOD president
should not win by default.
much interest in running for
Another possibility is that only
positions this year.
certain people are allowed to have
This is remi niscent of last
these positions. Keep in mind this
year's elections. There were no
primaries and at least one person is only a suggestion and not an
allegation, but this is an avenue
ran unopposed. Is it really an
that has not been investigated.
election when only one candidate runs for a position? I
See DEFAULT/page 5
don't think so.
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Real election issues confused by perceptions, reality
.

It is really quite
them an unfair advantage, and
interesting how
2)whethertheybrokethelaw,makperceptions are
ing it no longer possible for them to
mutated
into
serve as potential ASCWU officone's own reality.
ers. Both of these factors were
I've seen it done
extremely evident in my percep_over the past few
tion.
So they got caught. Whose fault
weeks and, as a
Brian
result, a lot of
is that? After many unsuccessful
misinformatYon Dolman
attempts at pinning it on others, it
has been disseminated. I don't feel still comes back to the two who
the need to respond to warrantless committed the wrongful acts.
• allegations.
I laugh when I hear that "it was all
I do, however, feel a responsibil- Dolman's fault." Ifl was only that
ity to the students at Central by powerful to sway three indepenreporting another perception deal- dent student votes on the Election
ing with the events of the recent Commission! Tpe truth is that I am
elections. · This is only an addi- not that influential, and the comtional perception, and should not mission decided on the evidence
be interpreted as reality. Someone presented before them. If it wasn't
else has already done that for you. staring them in the face, they
I will report my perception and couldn't have disqualified the cangive you some rationale. It is up to didates.
you to decipher between each
I am personally saddened by the
person's perception and reality. I mockery that these two candidates
don't claim much as fact. Once havem_a deoftheelections. Noone
again, a fact is only as strong as the ·else forced them to make these
person claiming it as a part of his decisions, but they sure have efreality.
fected quite a few people. Now
I have only one request; consider they make an appeal on actions
the source. The_ disqualified candi- they have admitted to blatantly
dates never demonstrated that they committing.
were attempting to run ··' fair and
Who's real1y suffering here? My
fun campaigns." If they were, we perception tells me it is the student
wouldn't be where we stand today. body and the newly-elected stu-·
The fact that the candidates in- dent government that endures the
tended on breaking state law, broke hardship.
an Ellensburg city ordinance, and
With the possibility of new elecviolated ·University Policy is to- tions, disappointment of the systally and utterly undisputed. They tern mounts. Realistically, why
admitted to it! The unanswered should two candidates who ran
question is if their disqualification clean and fair campaigns, had no
was justified. Given these factors, penalties or fines assessed against
wouldn't you assume that it was them, and were crystal clear with
justified? There are two factors their campaign objectives, have to
that the Election Commission prob- go through this again?
ably gave merit: 1)whether the
Maybe it is because the system
conduct. of the candidates gave isn't fair. If the system isn't fair, or

the campaign guidelines were too
vague, then why wasn't anyone
else found in violation of such serious penalties? What we have is a
caseofacoupleof individuals who
chose to cha11enge the system for
their own personal gain. My per.ception has always told me that the
Election Commission exists to answerquestionsbeforetheybecome
problems.
Oh, but you say that I violated the
city ordinance too! Right! If you
believe that my possible violation
was simply overlooked, then you
are most sadly mistaken. I was
given the same attention as everyone else and found to have not
"violated thesamecityordinance."
Even with a questionable, and now
unsubstantiated, letter from the
assistant manager, I have been
found to violate nothing. ·
The Council of Probity has found
that the Election Commission had
"overstepped its jurisdiction" by
disqualifying the two candidates.
OK, sure.
Disqualifying student govemment candidates for intending on
breaking state law, breaking a city
ordinance, and violating University Policy is totally unfounded,
even with their confessions. Not
to mention that the candidates
. gained an unfair advantage. This
· is the Election Commission'sjob!
Regulating the elections and maintaining a level playing field is the
paramount role to a free election
process.
The Council of Probity also stated
that their "actions did not constitute disqualification." How many
more violations need to be present
before a legitimate disqualification occurs? The answer to this
question still escapes me. Thank-
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Since we now have an attorney
working on the case, we might as
well find out. I, as a CWU
student, deserve a choice of
president not one forced on me. I
am willing to bet a lot of other
CWU students feel the same way.

fully, I perceive most candidates as
being truthful, upstanding students
who wouldn't find themselves in
this predicament.
Once again, these are only my
perceptions. Although there are
some facts, much of my commentary is still victim to my personal
perception. A perception of which
I do not claim as your reality.
In essence, candidate Jon ville and
myself have been fined $150 (as a
new campaign spending lid) if we
are to run new election. I guess we
will receive the fine because our
campaigns were much too clean. It
really is a shame that the people
who do 'right,' are really the ones
who end up getting screwed!
If it comes down to new elections,
candidate Jon ville and I appreciate
your support. Ask yourselves what
kind of individuals you want representing your interests. Finally,consider the source. Ask thoughtful
questions, and don't let anyone tell
you what your reality is.

.
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Cartno·d y Stock chartns crowd
by Temple A. Stark
Staff reporter
"A windy time of it, but it was
fun while it lasted."
That was how Scott Strasser,
keyboardist for Taken, summed
up the three-band outdoor
performance call~d Carmody
Stock.
On a small stage between
Carmody-Munro and Kennedy
Green halls, shadows played on
the faces of the audience as the
bands played in front of them.
Megan Mast, manager of
Carmody-Munro, had been there
since 10 that morning, helping to
set up the stage and all the
equipment.
"We're hoping people come,"
Mast said, an hour before the
scheduled 5:30 p.m. starting time.
They did.
.
A crowd of about 50 got the
chance to listen to Through The
Wall, Sweet Potato Squeeze and
Taken. All the members ol the
bands, except the drummer for
Through The Wall, are Central
. students . .
Through The Wall called
themselves a Christian rock band
and took the time to explain the
history behind each of their songs.
The band members are: Matt
Brady, vocals; Michael Johnson,
guitar; Eric Peterson, bass and
Jason Boudreau, drummer.
Brady took the first step ori stage,
in a "Nightmare Before
Christmas" cap. Once his
bandmates joined him, the show
began.
Fifteen minutes earlier they had
scrampled to find a set of drums
that had mistakenly been left
behind.
It is only the fourth show they
have played together as a band
and their first outdoor concert,
Brady said.
"I liked all the bands, but the first
band mostly," said Takashi
Tanaka, an exchange student from
Asian Pacific University.
After a quick change of
· instruments and a tune-up, Sweet
Potato Squeeze was on stage.
Sweet Potato consists of brothers
Nathan and Justin Gibbens on
percussion and upright and electric
bass, respectively; Steve Thomas,
a former member of Groundflower
on 12-string and acoustic guitars;
and vocalist Curt Bartkowski,
whose relaxed attitude toward the
day was typified by the upsidedown sun hat he wore.
Bartkowski, a Carmody-Munro
Living Group Adviser(LGA), had
the connections which made an
easy job of finding b(}nds who
wanted to play. John Porter,
Frances Craudell and · Onika
Garvin were the other LGAs who
helped qrganize the benefit concert

Temple A. Stark/The Observer

Matt Brady of Through the Wall belts out a song at Carmody Stock. The mini concert was
held to raise food for the local food bank.

intended to help the Ellensburg
Food Bank.
Sweet Potato Squeeze had played
the night before, and earlier that
day at the Spring Stampede. At
Carmody Stock they enlivened the
crowd, who sang along to their
covers of classics, including Simon
and Garfunkel's "Bridge Over
Troubled Water" and "El Condor
Pasa."
"They all did a good job, and the
second band had a lot of
personality,'' was the opinion of
Wanda Layton, girlfriend .of one
of the members of Taken.
:Nlany Japanese exchange and

ESL students had the experience
of seeing one of their teachers on
stage, cranking out guitar riffs.
Rue Burch, one of the guitarists
and singer for Taken, is also a
teacher's aide for some of their
classes.
Taken got on stage to close out
the show with a 40-minute set of
original songs.
· James Martin on guitar, Tom
Vance on drums, and Howard
Barlow on ba~s comprise the rest
of Taken. Vance and Barlow had
been with the band for only three
weeks.
"It's a fair amount of stress to

learn nine songs in less than a
month,'" Vance said. It was the
first time Taken had ever
performed together in public, but
their strong musical ·background
kept them tight.
Jay Ahn, an ESL student from
Korea, was noticably very happy
to be there. "It was really
informal," he said. "Just to set up
with an amp ... it is much different
from my country, where we have
about three shows annually."
As the crowd broke up at the end
of the show, the wind was finally
dying down and. darkness was
touching the sky.
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Theatre arts season ends with a play, food and music
Dinner theatre will wrap
up a long, fruitful year for theatre arts students, f acuity
.
by Temple A. Stark
Staff reporter

The final production of Central' s
1994-95 theatre season lays open
the comic side of the struggle
between hormones and basic
senses in the mind and body of
Charlie, a 14-year-old in the limbo
between child and adult.
A cast of six carries "What I Did
Last Summer," which is about the
summer of 1945 and how it
changes Charlie's life.
"This is a play about coming of
age,"
director
Richard
Leinaweaver said.
"Whenever you have a story
about some kid who is growing up
out of adolescence and makes
some significant changes before
he hits adulthood, they call it a
'coming of age'
play,"
Lein·a weaver said.
Much of this change and learning
is sparked by Anna. She is a
character Debra Applin, the actor
who plays her, described as
"almost like a hippie." Anna is
cultured and laid back which is

whyllikeher,Applin said. Applin
was last seen as the Lady in Orange
in "For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When the
Rainbow is Enuf."
Charlie goes to Anna to-escape
his frustrations and to learn.
"She's just teaching him to
express himself in more than just
anger," Applin said.
Freshman Simon Burzynski
plays the role of Charlie, his first
major role at Central.
Charlie, with younger sister Elsie
and mother Grace, have moved to
their summer cabin by the lake. It
is the first time they have gone
there without their father who is
of~ fighting ·in World War II.
"The daughter is the typical
whining sister who tells on Charlie
given any chance," Leinaweaver
said of Elsie, played by Danika
Eger, a theatre arts major.
Mimi Rodgers acts out the role
of Grace, the mother. ''Grace lives
up to her name most of the time,"
Leinaweaversaid, "but sometimes
she gets a little ungracious."

major Megan Snyder, who has
been acting since elementary
school.
Snyder sees Bonnie as somebody
who is trying to make herself
. worthy of all the attentio11.
"She's really little but she tries_to
act more mature than her age
because she has two guys fighting
over her," Snyder said.
The difference in the
presentation of a dinner theatre is
the dinner. The audience arrives at
6:30 p.m. and the play starts at 8.
Carter Babcock, Central' s
conference dining manager has
created the menu for the evening.
Dominica Myers, the sound
designer, and Leinaweaver (who
freely admits to remembering 1945
JasonShiessel plays Ted, an older as a 15-year-old boy) had the
friend of Charlie.
pleasant task of compiling music
"They fight with each other as for the 90 minutes prior to
much as they like each other," curtain time.
Leinaweaver said.
Setting the mood for dinner will
Their disagreements center be selections from Billie Holliday,
around who will attract the Dinah Shore, Benny Goodman,
Du_k e Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald,
a~tention of Bonnie, a 14· year-old
neighbor, played by theatre arts Frank Sinatra, Tommy Dorsey and

Glenn Miller.
All this music is from the era
toward the end of World War II,
which Leinaweaver referred to as
"romantic times."
The play is 2 hours long, wi~h a
15-minute intermission. Tickets
for the June 1, 2 and 3
performances are $16, $} 2 for
students. The price includes
dinner, which begins at 6:30 p.m.
Advance reservations are
recommended. They can be made
by calling the Tower Box Office
at 963-1774.
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Sex problems can be treated, experts say
by Rick Weiss
The Washington Post

Your prostate tumor has been
removed, irradiated or frozen, and
now you want to get on with your
life. Your sex life, that is. The
lights are dim. The music .is soft.
Just one problem: Your hydraulic
system has gone on strike. What's
a man to do?
First of a1l, don't panic, experts
say. Next, get ready to talk about
it. It's better to be open about the
problem with your doctor and your
mate than to suffer in silence. And
although you may not believe it at
first, impotence is I 00 percent
curable for those who are willing
to make the effort.
"There are guys \\'ho feel that the
_ impotence has a worse impact on
them than the cancer itself,'' said
Irwin Goldstein, a urologist at
Boston University School of
Medicine. "But if he wants to do
something about it he can. If he
has a penis, he can get an
erection.''

First, the basics. Left to its own
devices, a healthy penis becomes
erect by engorging itself with
blood. When flacid, the organ
holds a mere 8 cubic centimeters (cc) ofblood, or about the volume
of a shot glass. When erect, it
contains 62 cc, a feat the organ
accomplishes by opening its
arterial intake valves and shutting
its venous drains.
There are three main approaches
to mimicking this process in a
man whose. penile nerves have
been damaged. The simplest is
the vacuum pump, a condomsized suction device connected
via .a plastic hose to a hand-held
squeeze pump about the size of a
pistol.
When the device is placed on the
penis and the pump is .squeezed
repeatedly, a vacuum forms
around the flacid penis, drawing
blood into the organ's storage
reservoirs~ Once the penis is fully
tumescent, the man places a
constrictor resembling a rubber
band around its base to keep the

blood in place for up to 30 minutes.
Although some patients
complain that a vacuum erection
is not as hard as they'.d like (and
some report that a vacuumpumped penis is a bit cold and
blue), the device essentially does
what it is supposed to. Patient
satisfaction is reported to be about
as good as for other n 1ethods,
generally 80 to ·90 percent,
according to manufacturers.·
The vacuum system doesn't
require any drugs or surgery or
shots or needles,'' said J. Douglas
Trapp, a urologist and medical
adviser to the Geddings Osbon
Foundation Impotence Resource
Center in Augusta, Ga.
Still, even this simple system
has its drawbacks, Trapp said.
"If the patient is overly eager and
tries to pump too quickly, like in
15 or 30 seconds, you can get
some bruising. And it's not
something you can keep a secret.
The second most popular
approach is that of injecting small

doses of a drug directly into the prescribed by some physicians
base of the penis with a tiny (yohimbine pills, made from the
syringe. "The number one bark of the yohimbehe tree that
disadvantage is you've got to put grows in Central Africa) is
a needle into your penis,'' Trapp ineffective in most men and oft~n
said. Moreover, he said, some men causes side effects that include
report that a two-hour erection dizziness and nausea.
can be inconvenient.
A promising approach now in
The third option is to have a clinical trials involves the drug
mechanical device implanted that is currently used in injections,
within the penis. Since ·but in the form of a tiny pellet that
implantating requires surgery, this is inserted into the opening of the
approach is usually reserved for penis. Also promising is a pill
those men unsatisfied with the that originally was designed to
simpler options.
prevent heart pain, or ·angina
Several models are available;
attacks, by opening blood vessels
one commonly. used device to the heart.
consists of an inflatable reservoir
"It didn't do a lot for their angina,
placed within the penis, connected but it did wonders for their sex
to a squeeze pump that resides in lives," Goldstein said.
the scrotum.
That pill is not yet available on
Other models are made of the market, and it will probably
surgically implanted flexible rods · be 'years before it or any other pill
that can be bent or straightened is approved as a treatment for
by hand.
impotence.
"What everybody really wants
But currently available strategies
is a magic pill," Trapp said. "And are perfectly workable for any
one day we may have one."
man truly motivated to maintain
The one impotence drug now his sex life, Trapp said.

'Crimson Tide' sets sail for high adventure
by Rob Kauder

At this point, confusion reigns
Editorial assistant
aboard the sub. The captain orders
The war in Chechnya has
the launch, while Hunter does not
widened to surrounding regions,
concur on the grounds that they
and in response the western powers patrol route in the North Pacific need confirmation of the launch
have increased their state of alert. and wait for orders to target the message.
rebel missile base if they get the It is here that the true war begins:
Civil war has flared in Russia.
An ultranationalist leads a corps launch codes.
a war of wills between Ramsay,
Once the sub is at its patrol station, the
of Red Army rebels in an attack on
no-nonsense . veteran
the Russian Pacific Fleet naval things start to go awry. The commander; and Hunter, the bybase at Vladivostok, seizing executive officer, up and coming the-book junior officer who is
control of the port and a nearby Annapolis graduate Commander unafraid to question his
nuclear missile base. He orders a Hunter (Washington), questions commander, especially when
group of attack subs to be sortied the decision of the captain when he millions of lives hang in ..the
and attempts to gain the launch orders a readiness drill in the midst balance. Where Ramsay has seen
of a reaf-life emergency.
an order, Hunter sees the moral
codes to the missiles.
No, it's not tomorrow's
Before the issue can be resolved, implications of following through
headlines, though it could be. It's · the unthinkable happens: the order with the order.
actually the setting of the stage for to launch is given. Before the
Up to that point the movie may
the deployment of the world's most Alabama can launch it is attacked sound like just another military
powerful arsenal in Crimson Tide, by one of the renegade Russian techno-thriller, but it's far from
starring Gene Hackman. and subs, and in the ensuing melee the that. This movie has incredible
Alabama's radio is knocked out.
depth ... and we're not talking the '
Denzel Washington.
Hackman plays Capt. Ramsay, , 1--------:.iil••lliii~----------="""l
. the commanding officerof the USS
Alabama, an Ohio class fleet
ballistic missile submarine. Armed
with 24 Trident ballistic missiles,
his orders are to proceed on his
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bottom of the Pacific Ocean here,
either. Hackman and Washington,
under the direction of Tony Scott
(Top Gun), bring their characters
to life, giving them incredible
believability on the screen.
Ramsay isn't lampooned as a
missile-happywarmonger;Hunter
doesn'tparadearoundlikeanantinuclear activist. They're both
nothing more than career naval
officers dedicated to their
profession and just trying to
weather the crisis.
Beyond the acting (which is
reason enough to see this movie)
is the incredible amount of detail
invested in the film. The pulse of
the sonar and the steady whine of
the torpedo's motor add life to the
film just as much as the stunning
camera work gives a person the
sense of what it is like to be

stationed on board a nuclear
submarine. The amount of detail is
evident in one scene where a
miniature Washington state flag is
perched atop the captain's desk.
It's no coincidence, considering
the Pacific base for Ohio class ~
submarines. is right across Puget
Sound at Bangor. Someone
definitely did his homework here.
Hands down, Crimson Tide is
definitely a must-see movie. It
manages to draw the viewer in
from the first minute and keep a
steady pace throughout the length
of the movie. Both Washington
and Hackman pµt in solid
performances here, arid the
combination of their intense
personal drama and the excellent
direction by Tony Scott will insure
that Crimson Tide will be one of
the first hit movies of the summer.
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Local Sonic Youth fans come out in full force
by Temple A. Stark
Staff reporter
Thurston Moore and Steve
of Sonic Youth, and Tim
Foljahn from the band Mosquito,
came together Sunday afternoon at
Ellensburg' s Rodeo Records for a
snorting, distorted twist of noisy,
mind-jumping feedback.
The occasion was the· release of
"Psychic Hearts," a solo effort from
Moore.
A crowd of about 60 waited
outside for close to 20 minutes in
the sunny weather as the band,
ostensibly named ''The Thurston
Moore Trio," sound checked inside
and ate pineapple, ham, green
pepper and mushroom pizza.
When the time c ame , the
assembled fans moved inside and
immediately headed for the back
of the store, where the trio were
ready with their instruments: two
guitars and a borrowed drum kit.
Words didn ' t exist for the next 45
minutes, except for a voice which
rang clear after a telephone buzzed
in the deafening silence following
the end of the first song:
"Thurston it's for you." It was a
call which went unanswered.
A gentle sway of bodies, bobbing
heads and tapping feet were about
all there was room for among the
packedcrowdandracksofcompact
discs, tapes and vinyl.
''That was like an anti-album set,"
Shelley said, of the cordial sonic
disharmonies. They played only
one song from the album, the 20minute "Elegy for All the Dead
Rock Stars."
Shell~y

HOYT: Art
department
•
•
.wins again

Temple A. StarkfThe Observer

Fans gathered in front of Rodeo Records on Sunday afternoon to catch a glimpse of Sonic
Youth's Thurston Moore with members of his new side project, The Thurston Moore Trio.
Moore explained that all the songs
were recorded last year and he ·is
already sick of doing them, "so we
write new stuff every time we go
out."
"Sonic Youth took a year off, Kim
(Gordon, Moore's wife and bassist
for Sonic Youth) and I had a child
and we said, 'let's take a year off
and w~·n do our extra musical
projects,"' Moore said.
These extra projects include Lee

Renaldo, Sonic Youth's lead
guitarist, producing records for a
number of bands: the continuing
Mosquito with Steve Shelley, as
well as Kim Gordon starting Free
Kittens to release "Nice Ass."
And Moore and Shelley coming
together to indulge.
"A lot of these songs, ifl didn't do
them with these guys I'd bring a lot
of these song ideas to Sonic Youth
and they'd be Sonic Youth-ized,"
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to tie the game up."
The momentum continued to '
build for Art, who won the final
game and took Hoyt home for
the second straight year.
"We ate them up," Wheeler
said. However, he felt his team
had greater alcohol tolerance
than the music students did,
which might have cost them the
game.
But Freisz saw things
differently. He said only five art
students showed up as opposed
to the 100 music students that
attended. Because the art team
was short on team members, it
had to recruit a few music
majors. "It ought to be all art
people or none," said Freisz,
who looks forward to a rematch
next spring.
Regardless of who won or lost,
everybody had a good time.
Members of the music
department set up their
equipment and performed while
everybody played ball and
enjoyed themselves.
As for the location of Hoyt,
nobody is talking for fear the
piece might get stolen. It has
been put to rest until next year,
when the legend continues, in
memory of Hoyt Axton.

Moore said.
Shelley said he was just glad to sit
in. "It's Thurston's thing," he said,
cooling off after the show. "It's not
like we said, 'What can we do
without Kim and Lee.'"
Following the set, some people
stepped outside for a touch of cool
breeze, while inside the three band
members willingly autographed
anything - including sciencefiction books, shirts, posters and

caps. Also signed were Sonic Youth
paraphernalia and copies of
"Psychic Heart."
One fan even asked Moore to draw
a picture of himself on a scrap piece
of paper. '
"They seemed really comfortable
talking ... I felt comfortable," said
Kathi Walters, an anthropology
major at Central, and longtime fan .
The band also did some shopping.
"They bought all sorts of obscure
stuff," said Mark Pickerel, manager
of Rodeo Records.
Plans to bring the band to Rodeo
Records had been negotiated since
the beginning of the year, said
Pickerel, but could only be
confirmed within the last three
weeks due to surgery on Bill Berry,
R.E.M.' s drummer. Berry's surgery
allowed the band to continue their
tour as supporting act for R.E.M .,
which led to their visiting the area.
Photos were taken by a
professional photographer, some·of
which Pickerel said he is submitting
to Rolling Stone magazine.
The future for Moore is busy. He
mentioned that he had put together
a soundtrack for "Heavy," an
upcoming film starring Liv Tyler,
Evan Dando and Deborah Harry.
And, Moore said, the next Sonic
Youth album, to be called "Washing
Machine" will be out in September,
- full of "spindly and weird songs,
totally unlike the last record."
Sonic Youth played later that same
day at the Gorge with R.E.M.. At
the concert, Moore eluded to his
time spent in Ellensburg, saying he
was thinking of relocating.

TEARS OF JOY THEATRE
FROM VANCOUVER ·
THE SEATILE MIME THEATRE
OLEAN NA
STARK·RAVING THEATRE OF SEAmE

and LOVE LETIERS ;. Ill In 6 weakil
Tu enroll: Pick up rellstntton packet
from summer sessfon, i;eRlster and pay

ree (regular _adm&.loil to ~ ulllversltJ !
not required). You wW pay tuition for
three credits and buy one book which

will Include admission to each attractlon. Contact CWU summer smlon at

9Muuty'I Serve-U

509-963-3001.

Registration May 8 • june 2,

1995

IN KITTITAS-SIX MILES EAST OF CWU
Join us for. Fun and

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATEL¥:
PART-TIME
SUMMER JOB
THROUGH
. SEPTEMBER
.

. ....
.
Sam-noon

..

Enrichment!

.,;

Open to everyone age 16
and above*

,.,_ -~::.'>:·;;?·~·:;-::

, •Students currently enrolled In high school
must meet requirements or high school enrich·
ment program. Check with CWU admissions
office.

{!)
Central Washington
University
Persons or disability may make arrangements
ror reasonable accommodatloos and printed
material In altematlve fonnat by calling 509.
963-1766 01· by lellvlng a message on TDD 509.
963-3323. CWU Is an AA/EEO TilJe IX
Institution.

8 Professional Stage Productions and
2 lectures will be ottered this summer
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Battered Richards haS ·'golden' future
by Greg Aldaya
Ec;Jjtor-in-chief
Jim Richards credits his family's
undying support for his success in
baseball and the opportunities he
has awaiting him after graduation.
"My mom and dad, brothers and
sisters have shown me how to be a
student, an athlete- be disciplined
to become a teacher and finish four
years of college baseball," thesenior shortstop for Central' s baseball team said.
Richards had a unique title at the
end of his final season: he held the
· ·"career record for the most hits by
pitch, with 17.
"It wasn't intentional or anything,
they just decided to throw to one
side and they got a little wild and
sure enough I took a pitch in certain situations;'he said.
"I've been taught that in certain
situations you need to get on base
or you need to do things for your
team. That's one way I can help
out the team by getting on base.
Your body's important but it's
important to use it in the correct
way."

when you're at school you have high school at Goldendale. "I've
team with high hopes.
"We put a whole 15 years classes with them," he said. "One always wanted to be a coach. Hopeof our lives into this game .of my friends, Mark Haley and I fully I can go to a high school and
and they robbed th.Lt from have been together since high if I want to get my master's or
doctorate, which I plan on doing,
us, our ~motions of ending school.
our season," Richards said.
"Two years ago some of the guys then I'll go to a junior college or
''They took away some of made shirts that read, 'We Are university. That would be a grea~
our opportunities to get Family,' that was our motto and it opportunity."
Every coach Richard has had he
Colby Rogers another vic- is a family. To be a successful ball
has learned something from which
tory, Cruzan's opportunity team you really need that."
to get another couple of hits
The end of Richards' career at he said gives him the desire to
coach.
to get the record for the Central
"God puts you
school.
a I s o
in certain situa"That's something that marks
"We put a whole 15
tions and gives
hurts you down low and the end
years
of
our
lives
into
you an opportumakes you have an of an era
Jim Richards
nity
to learn from
empty feeling because you of playthis game and they these people.
Though the 1995 season saw had an opportunity to hug some of i n g
robbed that from us,
With all of
many school records set, the team your friends and emotions that baseRichards'
sucwas denied a chance at the play- would come, you don't know now." . ball.
our emotions of
cess
that
"I've
Though Richards didn't ·spend
offs.
ending our .season."
shouldn't be a
"I enjoy the year because I'm all fouryearsofhiscollegiate base- loved to
-Jim Richards
problem.
playing baseball, but it's a disap- ball career at Central - he re- p 1 a y
"I've been ofpointment because we wanted to ceived a full-ride scholarship to baseball
fered to help out ,
I
make the playoffs - that was our California's Taft College right out and
here next year,"
goal this year," Richards said. "So, of high school - his relationships , love the
he
said.
you can't say you had a good .sea- with his fellow players is family- aspect of
_
being able to help people learn "Goldendale High School wants
son when the team didn't make it." like.
"In baseball you spend so much about the game so I'm pursuing a me to come and help but I might do
The beginning of the year was
rough with eight one-run ballgame time with your teammates, your coaching minor so I can help people my student teaching in Ellensburg.
losses and the forfeit victory to end - afternoons are with these guys, you in that way," said Richards, who I'm going to volunteer wherever I
the season was disappointing for a do things at night with them and was born in Redmond and attended student teach next spring."

Five place at Adidas Track .Classic
Freshman Caleb Gott and senior Christy Kirchner earned
second-place finishes Saturday
in the Adidas Track Classic at
Lewis and Clark College in
Portland.
Gott finished second in the
men's highjump with a leap of
6-5. Kirchnf!r placed second in
the women's 3,000-meter run
in a time of 10:48.33.
Other Central placers in the
meet were sophomore Mirranda
Saari, third in the women's high
jump with a leap of 5-0, freshman James Neil, who sprung to
a fourth-place finish in the
men's high jump with a 6-2 effort and sophomore Antoine
Butcher, who launched a javelin 178-8 to secure third place.
CWU completes its 1995
track season this week as 13
athletes traveled to the NAIA
national meet in Azusa, Calif.

Antoine Butcher, shown here in practice, captured third place at the Adidas Track Classic.

New sportswear fashion fad ·explained
WASHINGTON (AP) - So you
were watching the Super Bowl and
_started wondering why Deion Sanders was wearing that scarf on his
head.
Or how about the one Andre
Agassi wore when he won the Australian Open?
Or you were watching professional wrestling over the weekend,
and wondered what that was on
Hulk Hogan's head.
You may look like an idiot if you
tried it yourself.
But hey, when a sports star does
it, it's fashion.

Sure, it looks like an ordinary
bandanna. But it's referred to as a
"do-rag" - as in a rag for one's do.
·It's an LA. hip-hop thing, and
now a superstar-athlete thing, led
by Sanders and his 49ers teammate
Ricky Watters.
It's also a wou1d-be bad-boy
thing, worn by Agassi, actor Mickey
Rourke and assorted grunge musicians.
And it's not, technically speaking, a hair thing.
~·~don't consider those do-rags,"
said Shelton Williams, owner of
Shelton's Hair Gallery of Wash-

ington, D.C. "Those are bandannas. They're just basically headgear, like a cap."
A true do-rag is a cloth tied tightly
around ones hair to press and set it
tightly against the scalp.
A form of do-rags existed in the
Roaring '20s, but they became commonplace during the 1950s, when
men tried for the smooth look of
Nat King Cole.
Do-rags enjoyed a brief spurt of
popularity among hip-hoppers in
the past few years, but were never
considered a serious trend.
At malls around the country, a

few Sanders fans can be seen floating into local Foot Lockers wearing do-rags, but the look has failed
to catch on in a big way.
But with Deion leading the
charge, who knows?
The original rags were tiesf in
front. Agassi, the prematurely balding singles star who recently shaved
off his scraggly locks, wears his
bandanna tied in the back. Ditto for
Sanders.
"He's just making a fashion statement," Williams said. "There's no
reason to wear a do-rag, because
his hair is so short."
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CtJD'gr~.tulatio_ nS 19.?~: ·:-

spring ·.·sports~ athletes! ·
Kara Dodd

THE ·
CLASSIFIEDS
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Students
. needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up
to $3,000 - $6 ,000+ per month.
Room ~nd Board! Transportation!
Male or female. ~o. experience
necessary. C~ll (206)545-4155
ext.A60932
· ·

Colby Rogers
.

.

Photos by:

Tatum McCullough

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING! Earn up to $2,000+/month :
working on Cruise·Ships or LandTour companies. World Travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
avci.ilable. No experience :
·
necess~ry. For more information
·call 1-206-634~0468 ext. C60932

.Chris· Urrutia
and
Kurtis J. Wood

LEVI'S 501 's, buy I sell. 1st pair
$12.00 (mention ad). Anchor In
1
Time, 810 North Main.
I

,._, ~

s'cUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES
Sign up now. Contact John Moser
Jr. 925-1272
$1150~ WEEKlV POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. No experi"
ence required. Begin Now. For
info catl: (202)298-1057

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 Billion in private sector
grants & scholarships is now .,
available. All students are eligible.
Let' us help. For more info. call 1800-263-6495 ext. F60933
$$EARN SUMMER MONEY$$
Memolink is coming to Ellensburg!
We need a motivated, organized
individual to represent us on
campus for sales I r:narketing
project. Excellent compensation.
Knowledge of area businesses a
plus. Call (800)563-6654.
ADOPTION may be the answer to
your difficult decision. Couple
looking for special baby. Love,
fun, education and a large
extended family waiting. Please
help us, let us help you. Call
Joyce,
Collect(206)399-3497

Dana Beckley
Summer classes at Pierce College can help you

l\"I\·

641 Cascade Way
925-5680

AUTO BODY

Pierce College offers fully transferable 100 and 200 level college
credits to Central Washington University in most majors at a fraction
of the cost-$43.20 per crcpit or $432 for 10 to 18 credits. You
quickly can complete needed classes, enabling you to finish your
degree sooner or have more time when you return to school

You don't have to give up your vacation

TIME TO GET THE DINGS OU,T
&GET R ADY FOR SUMMER

Summer quarter at Pierce College is only eight weeks long and a
variety of four-week classes also are available. Summer term begins
June 20 and classes start throughout the summer.

AVAILABLE JUNE 10, in
Ellensburg. Upstairs bedroom with
bath and board, close to campus
in exchange for personal
assistance to convalescent lady.
Call 962-2760 to arrange an
interview.

Beat the expected tuition hike
The state legislature is expected to raise tuition beginning in the fall, .
making the affordable summer credit at Pierce College ail extra value.

WE GUARANTEE OUR
WORK, SO WE HAVE
TO BE GOOD!

JAPAN, Teach English, BA/BS
req'd, $2,600 mo, 1 yr contract,
you pay travel. (503) 665-3420

Call Pierce Colle!::Je today
Tacoma: (206) 964-6798
Puyallup: (206) 840-8400

Pl[RCl

COLLEGE

SEAFOOD PROCESSORS
NEEDED for floating processor in
Bristol Bay, Alaska. Must pass
pre-employment drug test &
physical exam. For more
information contact Student
Employment. Interviews will be
held Tuesday, May 30th.

Attention students,
we need you...
Have you ever wondered what it
would be like to have an exciting
career in print journalism?
Have you ever wondered what it
would take to get involved with the
university and its' affairs?
Do you want a way to meet people
and have a chance to tell their
story... or even a story of your own?
Ask yourself these questions no
longer!
The Observer is.looking for writers
who wish to become involved in the
world of print journalism.
Writing for The Observer is not only
a job, it's fun...
You get the chance to find out what
the administration is up to, what the

BOD is doing, and what your fellow
students think about the university in
general.
At The Observer, you have a
chance to move up the
administrative ladder.
From a reporter, you can become a
paid editor. All writers must have at
least a quarter of reporting experience before applying for editorial
positions. Here, you would oversee
the production, laying out, and
formation of the paper throughout a
given quarter. It's a fulfilling experience that will leave you with a sense
of accomplishment.
Next fall is a perfect opportunity to
get involved. All editorial positions

-==

=-

will be newly filled and openings for
the following quarters will be offered.
It's an opportunity you won't want to
miss.
Duties could include creating
stories, and you might even get to
cteate a few fun PS As.
So, take a chance; get your name in
print. It will amaze your friends,
provide a worthwhile portfolio "of your
creative work, and you will find out
what teamwork is all about.
For information about getting
involved, come to Michaelson 203 or
call 963-1073.
What are you waiting for?

-not just a job!
Get Sold on Classifieds Editing
Becoming an editor at The .
to read about.
Do you have something you want to
sell?
Are you looking for part-time or fulltime help?
Does the idea of advertising sound
like a feasible way to sell your wares
and ·promote your business?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions, The Observer Classifieds
can fill your needs.
What better a place to advertise

than a paper that has a
circulation of over 6,000.
It's the perfect way to be seen.
The production staff at The Observer meticulously check every
name, number, and address to
ensure your ad is correct.
To place a classified ad call our
business manager at 963-1026.
We look forward to serving you.

Observer is much more than it
seems.
You become the voice of the
campu"s. You become the
gatekeeper of the news.
At The Observer we strive for fair
coverage of all the events that
occur in and around our campus
community. We take it as our
responsibility to present stories to
the campus ... stories that you want

Becoming a part of The
Observer's extended family is
like creating a friendship for life.
Working closely with peers at
The Observer allows you to
learn about teamwork, and most
of all, it allows you to inform the
public about things that are their
right to know.
Come see us today!

